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Ghost Rider 2 Brrip 720p Dual Audio Free DownloadQ: c++ language access by using class the thing is that i have to use a class in my program. this class will have access to a certain function in another class. to access that function i have to make an instance of that class. but i don't really know how to do this because i get an compile error saying that i
can't do a + operator. here's a simplified version of what i do #include using namespace std; class Animal { public: Animal(int); int getMale(); }; Animal::Animal(int x) : male(x) { } int Animal::getMale() { return male; } int main() { Animal animal(5); animal = +5; cout Q: Differential drive with a coaxial top and bottom speed sensor I'm building a

differential drive system with two bevel gears. I want to measure the relative speeds of the two gears without interfering with the drive, and I want two separate sensors, for each gear. A rotary encoder
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